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Cookies are small text files that are placed on your computer by the websites that you visit. They are
widely used in order to make websites work, or work more efficiently, as well as to provide
information to the owners of the site.
Types of cookie
Session cookies: these remain in your browser during your browser session only, i.e. until you leave
the website.
Permanent cookies: these remain in operation, even when you have closed the browser. They
remember your login details and password, so you don’t have to type them in every time you use
the site.
Third-party cookies: these are installed by third parties with the aim of collecting certain information
to carry out various research into behaviour, demographics etc.
When does ACE use cookies?
We use Session and Permanent cookies on our site, any browser visiting these sites will receive
cookies from us.
Session cookies are automatically deleted after use, once all your browser windows are closed.
Permanent cookies may be deleted although doing this may affect your user experience on this site.
How we use cookies
We use cookies to provide our visitors with a better browsing experience. Cookies do not allow us
any access to your computer, your personal data or to profile your activity on other websites.
We also use Google Analytics cookies. These cookies are used to collect information about how
visitors browse and navigate the site, how they found the site and the actions they take once on the
site. The cookies collect information in an anonymous form and contain no personably identifiable
data. Google will store this information. Google’s privacy policy is available at:
https://policies.google.com/privacy
If you do not want to accept cookies on your computer, you can block them via your browser’s
settings. This will however have a negative impact upon the usability of many websites. If you
continue to browse our website without blocking cookies, then we will see this as permission to
continue using cookies as described above.

